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Documentation group saves $1 million annually by publishing materials on
the Web using Adobe Acrobat, Adobe PDF, and Adobe FrameMaker
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• Global semiconductor company
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worldwide
BENEFITS SUMMARY
• By eliminating the need to print or
store manuals, Texas Instruments
saves $1 million a year publishing
documentation online in Adobe PDF
and HTML.
• Using Adobe Acrobat and Adobe
FrameMaker, Texas Instruments can
produce four times as many document
releases without adding any staff.
• The Web Capture feature in Acrobat 4.0
has cut the time to produce Adobe PDF
files and check links from several weeks
to just a couple of days.
• Texas Instruments’ customers can print
a range of pages in an Adobe PDF file
with a single print command. Printing
from HTML would need to be done one
page at a time.
• The annotation features in Acrobat
4.0 allow writers in different countries
to exchange electronic review copies,
shaving two weeks off the document
review cycle.
www.ti.com
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FrameMaker software, taking advantage
of the Save as PDF command to convert
the FrameMaker files to Adobe PDF files.
The company posts review copies as Adobe
PDF files on the corporate intranet and then
requests feedback from a worldwide review
team. The reviewers use the highlighting,
strike though, and underlining features in
Acrobat 4.0 to make comments. “By facilitating electronic review, Adobe PDF and the
annotation features in Acrobat 4.0 save two
weeks of shipping time between the U.S. and
India,” says Auten.
WO R K I N G S M A R T E R

“To increase the number of releases and
not increase our staff size, we’ve had to
find much smarter ways to do things,” says
Using the Web Capture feature in Acrobat, TI instantly converts HTML pages to Adobe PDF files.
The resulting Adobe PDF files include all active hypertext links as well as bookmarks to enhance
navigation. Customers can print a page, a range of pages, or an entire section of an Adobe PDF file
with one print command.
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Paper copy data books are now passé for the
TI ASIC documentation group. Instead, the
group publishes its data books (and other
documentation) on the corporate intranet,
extranet, and on customer sites in Adobe

page, a range of pages, or an entire section of

Before, when we produced hard copy books,
people never sent in changes because by the
time they were implemented, it was time for
the next version. Now people know that we
can respond quickly. As a result of Adobe
Acrobat and Adobe PDF files, our documentation is more accurate, more timely, searchable, and less expensive to produce.”
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With HTML, printing 1,000 pages means
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WEB CAPTURE
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For its other documentation, TI uses Adobe

TO O L K I T
Software
Adobe Acrobat 4.0
Adobe Photoshop®
Adobe Illustrator®
Adobe ImageReady™
Adobe FrameMaker
Hardware
Pentium® PCs with 64 to 128 MB of RAM,
10-GB hard disk
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